Stardate 10109.16

This transcript is dedicated to the brave men and women currently at Ground Zero in New York City. Many of them have worked 12+ hour days (and nights) since September 11th to search for possible survivors, as well as the gruesome job of pulling bodies from the rubble.. Hundreds of fire fighters, police officers and other professionals, from all over the country, are helping in the clean-up. It would also be wrong of me not to mention the search dogs being used. Our thoughts are with them all.


Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission, Stardate 10109.16, 20:02 Eastern >>>

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::on the Praetor's bridge::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::arrives on the Praetor's bridge::

CSO_Rya_e says:
::In the turbolift reading over the data Lt. Taylor brought back.::

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
::in the Europa's Sickbay, having his minor bruises looked at::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::moves towards the Captain:: CO  :Where do you want me ma'am?

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
::Sitting at OPS Waiting for instructions::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@TO: Take tactical, Lieutenant. Once we make it to the freighters and transport the debris you can move to the cargo bay.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CO : Aye Ma'am...

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::steps out of the turbolift and heads for the helm of the Praetor::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::looks around for a while, trying to spot the tactical console on this tiny bridge::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::spots the Klingon at Tactical and mutters under his breath, assuming he is the pushy one from the other day::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::finally finds it, and heads that way, noting the reckless FCO already at the controls::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
::on the bridge::

CSO_Rya_e says:
::Exits the turbolift and heads for sickbay.::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: Mr. B'lee, set a course... back to the pocket. Coordinate with the Europa so they follow us.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::sits at the helm and glances around the bridge, idly:: CO: Aye sir ... course laid in for the coordinates of the Springer.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::redies the sensor grid to compensate for the environment of Nul space::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::sets up a data link to the FCO of the Europa tying in their manuevers together:: Self: This ship handles like a pig on skates...

CSO_Rya_e says:
::Shuts down the padd and enters sickbay, nodding to the security guards.::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: Was there an energy drain while in the void?

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: None

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: All ready here, sir. ::glances back at the Captain::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CO : Tactical ready, ma'am..

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: How about the Europa?

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
<@> ::is momentarily distracted by the attractive features of the CO:: CO: Huh? Oh ... sorry ... yes, we're tied in with the Europa.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@TO: Good, Mr. K'Tracht.

CSO_Rya_e says:
::Pauses and asks one of the doctors to point her in the direction of  a crewman from the Springer who is up to talking.::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: Please, check sensors continuously, in case someone decides to pay us a visit

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@:notices some hesitation but is busy:: COM: CTO: We're reentering the pocket. Follow us in.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::turns around, taking her message to the Europa as consent to engage:: All: Engaging engines ... full impulse.

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::slips into the chair of one of the side consoles and brings up the comm board::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: Show time, Lieutenant.

CSO_Rya_e says:
::Listens to the doctor for a moment and then heads towards crewman MacLeod.::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::grins like a little kid, at the words of the CO ... likes her already::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
::Pulls up the power grid:: CTO: Aye.

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: Were the ships very damaged in there?

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
::Pulls up the sensor grid::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: Captain, once we near the threshold we'll need to slow to 1/4 impulse. Don't want to go flying across the threshold and smack right into some debris inside the void.

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ :;tunes the commboard to the frequencies suggested by Mary-Jane and Paragon::

CSO_Rya_e says:
MacLeod: Welcome aboard the Europa. I'm Lt. Commander Rya. I'd like to ask you some questions.

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
::sees a Starfleet officer approaching.. he stands and faces her, glancing briefly at her che-- err, rank insignia..::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: You're the expert here. Slow to one quarter when the time is right.

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: Of course Commander, I'll help anyway I can..

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::nods, not bothering to respond:: CO: Estimated time to threshold is 2 minutes...

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CO : Captain... I have the tractor beams set on repulsory action... If anything does get close enough...

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: The ships was damage enough to determine the specific damage.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::nods, mostly to self since B'lee is giving her his back::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Shakes her head slightly, sometimes being part Betazoid is a nuisance.:: MacLeod: Thank you.  Can you tell me how you ended up in the patch of null space?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@TO: Nice idea. I hope we can see anything that might want to get close, though.

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::looks over his shoulder:: CO: Nothing on 'the air' yet. Mary-Jane's double-checking everything I send her.

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
FCO Brown> ::watches the incoming flight coordinates and tries to follow them, not succeding though::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: Slowing to 1/4 impulse ... we're approaching the threshold. We should not have any problem crossing it. The Nile barely even balked.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::nods at the CO::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: What's that supposed to mean? My concern is if we can repair them or we'll have to tractor them to the Starbase.

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ sets his console to flag various spikes and alarm, then looks at the odd black patch of space::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::swivels the chair to see West:: SFI: All right, let me know of any changes. ::refrains from sending her a message about a game of pool::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@All: Null space threshold in 3 ... 2 ... 1 ... ::grips the edge of his console just in case::

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::nods without turning:: CO: Aye Captain.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
::Watches the Power Grid:: CTO: We'll have to tractor them, to my opinion.

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
FCO Brown> CTO: Slowing to 1/4 impulse, about to enter the void.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::grimaces... countdowns sometimes make her nervous::

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: Well, we were on course for Starbase 384, when sensors started feeding us false information.. we slowed to impulse, and we then entered the null space.. sensors readjusted briefly, and during that time we impacted a large piece of Romulan hull. It came out of no where.

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::activates an algorithm to sort coherent signals from the x-ray bursts expected inside, in case anyone in here is using radiometric communications::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::watches his energy readings for any problems ... doesn't see any::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
::turns and takes seat in THE CHAIR::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
MacLeod: What kind of false information?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@Self: Well, that was smooth enough.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::grins slightly::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
::just hopes there's no more debris out there, is't dangerous enough with Brown at the helm::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::looks around at West and K'Tracht:: SFI/TO: Status?

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: We were tracking a pulsar in the distance, when we suddenly lost sensor lock on them... now we know that the null space was merely in-between us and the pulsar, making our scans pointless.

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::turns:: CO: Nothing on my board yet, Captain.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::sifts through sensor data:: CO : Nothing yet Ma'am..

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::nods at the two, and looks back at the screen::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Leaves sickbay and heads for the bridge::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Nods. That makes more sense.::  MacLeod: Did you see any other debris in the void?

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
::Does a full sensor sweep::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: Set sensors to short detailed scan, we don't want any debris hitting us.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::somewhat surprised:: CO: Engineering reporst no problems ... I'm increasing to full. ::glances up at the viewscreen:: CO: I didn't expect it to be that easy.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::seraches for mettalic components, specifically those found on Romulan hulls.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: Life is full of little surprises... so let´s keep our eyes open for any.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Steps from the TL onto the bridge and glances around before heading towards the captains chair,::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: Aye sir... ::pilots the Praetor towards the last known location of the Springer::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
FCO Brown> ::goes to full impulse, still trying to follow the Praetor::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: Aye.  ::Short sensor sweeps::

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::thinks of something:: TO: K'tracht...

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: The impact of that Romulan debris knocked most of our primary systems offline.. we had only our deflectors on, which wouldn't stop a ship the size of a Romulan warbird.

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
ACTION: 30 seconds before the Praetor and Europa are within transporter range.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::faces the counselor, already feeling those steps are hers:: CNS: I trust you are feeling better, counselor.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@CO: Yes thank you.  What surprises of life?

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: 30 Seconds within transporter range.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
MacLeod: Do you believe the same piece of debris damaged both of your vessels? Do you have any severely injured crew left aboard?

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::grunts in reply:: SFI : YEs..

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::shakes her head, smiling:: CNS: All of them?

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::keeping an eye out for debris that the deflector dish can't handle, he expertly pilots the vessel through the null space::

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::glances back:: TO: Set the forward deflector to release small amounts of photons. Since the subspace properties of cloak won't work in here, we may be able to find anything hidden in here since the light will act more like particle than wave inside this anomally. Look for where the light 'disappears'.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@CO:  I hope not.  ::Takes her seat and looks out the screen::  Did I miss the party?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::opens the comm:: COM: Springer: This is Captain Senn Nayla, of the USS ::falters:: Praetor.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::hears the CO falter and glances back at her with a grin::

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::gets an idea to put a "Ship of the Day" sticker on Captain Senn's desk so she knows which ship she's commanding at the moment::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::grins back somewhat apologetically at the Bajoran:: CNS: On the contrary, you arrived just in time.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::winks at the CO, surprised his good looks would throw her off so much::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
::Checks the power grid::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::studies his panel intently, then looks at SFI for a few moments:: SFI : I will try..

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: That I do not know.. I know most, if not all of our most seriously wounded was beamed aboard the runabout a short while ago.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::turns back to this console and gets back to work::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Mumbles::  Oh joy...

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
MacLeod: What are your duties on the Springer Mr. MacLeod?

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
FCO Brown> Hi, I'm new, what's up?

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
FCO Brown> OPS: Hi, I'm new, what's up?

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::remembers some guy named Yoda but doesn't mention it, back to his board::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO/TO: We are going to transport the Romulan debris onboard. Coordinate the process between yourselves.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: You got it ... adjusting course to intercept the debris. ::notices the Europa's FCO of the change::

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
<Jerry on the Springer> $COM: Praetor: Captain, we hear you. We're glad you found us, we were starting to lose hope.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::nods:: CO : Aye ma'am... FCO : Take us on this course.. 123 mark 54... We should be in transporter range in a few minutes.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: Jerry: We are glad to find you. The Europa will beam you onboard in a moment, and we'll tow the freighters back to the Starbase.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::frowns darkly at a Tactical Officer telling him what course to take:: TO: I'm already on that course...

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::turns to Azhure:: CNS: Which reminds me... ::opens another comm, to the Europa::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::grunts::

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ ::looks at the small ships on the screen::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: Comm from the Praetor

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Raises an eyebrow at the captain::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
FCO Brown> CTO: Changing course to 123 mark 54, intercepting debris.

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: Part engineer, part computer expert. Never been on a Nebula-class before..

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: On screen.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
::Puts the Captain on the Screen::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: CTO: Lieutenant, I want you to beam onboard the freighters' crew. Make sure medical examines all of them.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Looks consideringly at the crewman.:: MacLeod: Can you tell me anything else about your encounter with the void?

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
$<Jerry on the Springer> COM: Praetor: Understood Captain, we are standing by..

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::readies the Cargo Transporters, and arranges for cargo space aboard the praetor::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: Jerry: The Europa will take over. Praetor out.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::brings the ship to relative stop as they approach some debris:: TO: See if you can lock transporters onto that piece without snapping it in half...

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
COMM: CO: Aye, sir.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Shakes head and stands up.::  CO:  As soon as the debris is beamed aboard, K'Tracht and I will head down to check it out.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CO : Entering Transporter Range in 2 minutes... Cargo space vacated, we're ready when you say the word ma'am

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: I'm not really a science-type person.. I was talking with one of our other engineers, who side-lines as a science officer.. and she said that this is probably not a natural occurrence. She thinks someone, or something, created it.

SFI_LtCmdr_West-[P] says:
@ Swivels in his chair and smiles:: CO: So far so good.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@FCO : I will have you know that that piece is too big for the Praetor's cargo bay.. will only be able to beam a small portion of it..

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: CTO: And inform Commander Rya, please. That will be all for now. Senn out.

 Host CSO_Rya_e says:
    MacLeod: Is she already aboard the Europa?

 Host CO_Senn[P] says:
   @CNS: Please do... I have a feeling that might be some kind of key. And then it might
   not. ::shrugs, smiling::

 Host CO_Senn[P] says:
    @SFI: Indeed ::smile widens a bit::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Glances at Doctor Young and prepares to excuse herself.::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::shrugs:: TO: Good, so go for it...

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::growls again:: CO : Captain.. I'm waiting on your order...

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@::leans back in his chair, relaxed as he watches the ships drift before them::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
MacLeod: What's your science officer's name?

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
::looks around:: CSO Rya: She wasn't injured, so I doubt she'd be aboard already, I can give you her name though..

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::turns at the familiar growl:: TO: Go ahead, Lieutenant.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::smiles:: MacLeod: Thank you.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::nods, and engages the transporter::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Walks back to join the TO, looking around his broad shoulder::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: Please, take care of the beaming of the wounded.

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::contemplates putting his feet up on the desk like he would in his office but figures it would be a bad idea with this lot::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::nods to himself, as the transport is complete.:: CO : Transport complete ma'am...

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: Aye.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
.@::watches the transporter action:: CO: One piece of Romulan debris coming right up...

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::gets up from his seat:: CNS : Counselor..

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: Her name is Dawn Artessa.

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: You can use any available cargobay as sickbay/or quarters if needed.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  Lets go.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::moves after the CNS, heading for the Cargo bay::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
*<Transporter Chief>*: Begin Transport, use all transporters available.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Steps into the transporter::  TO: Did you pick up anything unusual?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@TO/CNS: Let me know as soon as you find anything.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
<Transporter Chief>: *OPS*: Aye Chief. Beginning Transport.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
MacLeod: Thank you. I may have some more questions later, but for now, when the doctor releases you, you and your crewmates are free to use the lounge. I'll have our operations officer inform you when we have quarters available.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@CO:  Will do...

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO/SFI: All right gentlemen ::stands up:: Which freighter do you suggest we tow? We get to pick here.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CO : Aye ma'am ::just before he exits the bridge::

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
CSO Rya: Thank you Commander, and please forward my thanks to the Captain.

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
*CSO*: We're in transporter range from the freighters, we've already indicated the beaming of the wounded, Capt. Senn told to bring them here. The Praetor is taking care of the debris analysis

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
CO: Whichever one the Europa is not going to tow?

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::raises a brow:: CO: The most damaged is likely to have the most evidence.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Walks over to Doctor Young and quietly asks her to scan all of the Springer crew currently aboard to make sure they are who they appear to be and to scan all incoming personnel.::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: Beginning transport.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Negative Counselor.. Just the normal Romulan hull.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::considers the options::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Steps from the TL::  TO:  I doubt anything about this is normal.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Steps out of sickbay and waits for the doors to shut.:: *CTO*: Thank you Lt. Nimitz. I'm on my way to the bridge.  Could you arrange for a security detail to watch over our guests - preferably in the guise of making them feel welcome and please ask Lt. Taylor to arrange for a cargobay to be converted to something more pleasant for them to stay in

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
*CMO*: All wounded are to be beamed to the Europa, prepare your medical teams and coordinate with Lt. Taylor, he will be coordinating the operation, ask him whatever you need.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Heads for a turbolift.:: TL: Bridge.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : I've seen worst, believe me.. This is normal..

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Activates her tricorder::  TO:  Hmmm... I think I remember how to use one of these ::Smiles::  My foster family on Vulcan hoped I would go into the science field.  ::Enters the cargo bay.::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
*CSO*: About the sec teams I'll do it right away, as for the cargobay, he's already working on it.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::grins:: CNS : Good thing i do know a few things..

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  Voids are not normal.  ::Lifts a hand unconsciously to her head.  Begins to scan.::

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
CO: Which one should I grab, Captain? ::walks back to the tactical console::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
<Transporter Chief> *OPS*: Chief we are having the guests transported to CargoBay 2.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::picks up a metallurgical tricorder, and starts scanning the hull piece::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Whistles::  TO:  Looks pretty banged up.  ::Reads the tricorder.::  Minor radiation from it.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::maintains position until the Captain says otherwise::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: Contact engineering and see if they can spare a couple of people to go the most damaged freighter. We'll tow that one and get information at the same time. Ask Engineering on the Europa to send some more, they should be getting ready by now to board both vessels.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
*CTO*: Excellent. Thank you Lt.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : It is destroyed.. Micro ruptures all around....

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: We are transporting them to Cargobay 2.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS: But we can still gain much data from it..

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Gets off the bridge.:: OPS: Please get me the captain.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: Yes sir. ::gets right on that, sending a message to Engineering::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: Aye, sir. ::Hails the Praetor::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@SFI: Do you wish to send somebody else as well?

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  That many micro ruptures are not normal.  I am getting evidence of weapons fire.  ::Looks at him::  Looks like Breen.  What are you getting?

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
OPS: Make sure there's a security detail to receive our guests, nothing too rude, use Sec. Team Beta, the chief is vulcan, that means the less paranoid officer I have.

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ CO: Not really. As long as I can get access to whatever the Europa gets?

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::hesitates:: CO: ...but sir, I don't think we should tow it while we have men aboard. The structural integrity could fail.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@SFI: Of course, we have an agreement after all.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Actually... Considering the Breen signature, they are...

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : You see, that is partly how Breen weapons work....

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::smiles:: CO: Thank you. If you need a specialist, Shard can be beamed over. He's used to dealing with non-standard tech and data.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
CTO/OPS: How is the transport going?

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Unfortunately, this kind of extensive damage isn't like any of the weapons i've studied from the Breen..

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
*Ens. Trok*: You and you're team are under Lt.Taylor orders while he's in charge of coordinating this situation with the crew of the freighters.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CTO: Aye. *Security*: Beta Team report to Cargobay 2.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  I do know.  But what does that have to do with them being in the void or firing on Romulans.

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::opens a comm on has board:: *CNS/TO*: Bridge to Cargo Bay.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@*CO*:  Looks like the ship was fired upon by Breen weapons.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : That remains to be discovered... As far  as i can tell, looks like we're dealing with a new kind of Breen weapon...

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::hmms at B'lee:: FCO: All right. Instruct them to give us a report on that area first. If it is safe for them to stay, they'll stay. If not... we'll have to wait.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Pretty powerful too..

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@*SFI* : What do you want?

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@*SFI*:  Here James...

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
COM:Praetor: Captain Senn, I've spoken with one of the crew from the Springer. He wasn't able to tell me much other than they suspect that this is not a naturally occuring phenomena.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::eyes the Counselor sideways, then shake his head::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@*CNS* Are you sure? We haven't found any sign of Breen activity in the area.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::nods and sends the message to the engineers to report on the whether the Praetor can tow the freighter with them aboard::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@*CO*:  According to the K'Tracht and the micro fissures running through the hull...

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::raises a brow at the abrupt response:: *TO/CNS*: How's the investigation going. Anything sticking out on the piece we brought aboard? We need to know what to tell the boarding teams to look for.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@*CO* : We're sure ma'am.. there are micro-ruptures all around this piece of hull, which you know is a side effect of Breen weapons fire..

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: CSO: I think I can concur... Commander, let me know when you are done transporting the crew onboard.

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
::goes back to Tac, shields lowering and rising to make transport possible::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
COM:Praetor: We're scanning all freigher crew to ensure that they are who they claim to be and CTO Nimitz has security teams keeping an eye on them. I'm going to meet 
with their science officer as soon as I can locate her.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
COM: CO: Aye sir.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::was slouching, but now sits up straight at the mention of Breen::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@*CNS* I see. Is there anything else?

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@*SFI*:  Looks like evidence of Breen.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
*CO*:  Nothing yet.  We'll keep looking.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@*CNS* All right. Thanks for the report, commander.

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@  *CNS*: So I heard, Counselor. But what was a Romulan doing out here, even if they were attacked by the Breen.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::frowns again:: *SFI* : We will report our findings to the Captain once we are done.. You may ask her, should she see fit to inform you of our findings..

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@SFI:  James, you will have to ask the Romulans that question at the moment.  I don't have one.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: Going great, sir.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: CSO: Well done. See what else you can find and report to me. The Romulan debris shows signs of Breen weapons.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Realizes she forgot to convey MacLeod's thanks to Senn.::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: Captain, our engineers report we should be able to tow the freighter with them aboard.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Begins to look under the hull and around it for any markings.::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
COM: CO: Breen weapons? Any sir.

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::takes a deep breath:: *CNS/TO*: I will, Counselor, thanks. And K'tracht, the next time you talk to me like that I will get an official reprimand form with your name on it. Bridge out.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
OPS: How much longer till the transport is complete?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: Good. Stand by to engage tractor beams then, we'll wait for the Europa to be ready to get out of here.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::opens the COMM again:: *SFI* : You are not my superior officer.. I do not receive orders from you... Get it? ::growls after cutting off the4 COMM::

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ :;sighs and closes the comm, turning back to sensors::

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: You got it... ::with the TO off the bridge, he warms up the tractor controls::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Looks over at the Klingon::  TO:  K'Tracht...  ::Shakes her head::  Let it go.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: Not sure, sir.  10 minutes?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::watches West, saying nothing for a moment:: SFI: How long do you think that debris has been floating in here?

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::stays silent, still growling while he moves the tricorder over the piece of hull::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Sighs::  TO:  I don't see any markings to help out.  You?

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::shakes his head:: CNS : None here wither ma'am..

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Stares out the view screen at the blackness for a moment and sighs.:: OPS: Please inform me the moment we're done.

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ CO: Inside here, there's no way to tell yet. We don't know what effect this place has on the regular degradation processes. I'll get Mary-Jane working on possible solutions.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: Aye, sir.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
CTO: Are we tractoring one of the ships?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::nods:: SFI: From the lack of evidence of Breen presence, I cannot believe this is too recent. Yet this area of space is not a usual route for vessels.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  I'll get some samples for the lab.  Then we can get rid of this piece and beam aboard another?

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ CO: No, it isn't. The Breen is an obvious thing. We're near their space. It's the Romulans that interests me most. They're a long way from home.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@SFI: Well, the Romulans are everywhere.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Finding a corner, easily breaks off a piece.::  TO:  Scarry... ::Holds it up::  You want to come with me to the lab?

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : We won't need to beam any more aboard.. We can scan for any romulan ink molecules.. That way we can read whatever markings we find in the debris outside.

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::nods:: CO: Agreed. But getting the hammer dropped on them... this isn't a Shiar ship, of that we can be pretty sure.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  Then I will leave that to you.  I'll be in the lab if anyone needs me.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Sends a message down to the cargobay security team, asking to be informed when officer Dawn Arteesa is beamed aboard and identified.::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::nods:: CNS : I will accompany you.. Anything to stay away from.. ::grumphs::

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
CSO: Sir, permission to make a test on phasers under this environment.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@SFI: We will find out... eventually.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Stops and looks at him::  TO: If you wish... but that won't solve anything.  ::Heads out the door::

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ CO: Yes ma'am. As soon as we get out of here, I'll need to report to HQ, Captain.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Looks at Nimitz.:: CTO: Do we have any data on how they'll react?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::nods:: SFI: That is fine. You can move over to the Europa if you need as well.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: I would advise against it, sir.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::follows the CNS:: *CO* : Ma'am.. We're done with the Hull sample.. Me and the Counselor are heading to the lab to try and find out anything else.. In the meantime, I would advise that we search for any kind of markings on the pieces of hull outside that will help us identify the ship..

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
CSO: No, that's why I want to test them.

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
CSO: It'll be a low power test.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : And what will Counselor?

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
OPS: I agree.  CTO: Please contact the Praetor. I'd prefer that such a test be conducted after the Europa and the crew we just rescued are clear of the void.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::busy keeping the Praetor for running into something else in the void::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : I have not received any memo from Starfleet concerning any changes in the command structure aboard a starship.. And if I recall correctly, SFI officers are NOT part of that chain of command.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@*TO/CNS* Since you are going to the science labs, get all the necessary readings from there.

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::steps onto TL and turns to him::  TO:  Accepting he is apart of the crew and working with him.  Would you respond to me in the manner you do him?

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ CO: I will need to. At least temporarily, to use the Annex's secure comm systems. But I can be back. That is, if you want me over here. ::smiles::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
CTO: I too would be interested in the results of such a test.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : If I had reason to believe you where not a part of my senior officers, yes..

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Especially if you started ordering me around..

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  K'Tracht, you are hopeless... ::Steps off and heads for the lab::  but I haven't given up yet.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : You might as well, Counselor.. If you know the Klingon people,. you will note they are stubborn to the point of ... ::smiles:: Well, you know what I mean..

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::wonders if they found anything interesting down in the cargo bay ... heaven forbid anyone ask a pilot his thoughts on a vessels debris pattern::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Enters the lab and nods to some of the scientists.  Heads toward the micro cellular scanner and places it onto the base.::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::smiles and retakes her seat:: SFI: I can always find you something to do.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@*CO* : Aye ma'am.. We'll report anything we find to you..

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::gasps:: CO: Not engineering duty again?

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  I have met my fair share and they weren't all Klingons.  ::Activates the scanner.::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::watches the results on the console::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
CTO: Your idea is a good one, I'd just rather the Europa not conduct it.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
CTO: Please ask the Praetor if they will.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@::grins impishly, looking at the viewscreen and waiting for the Europa's sign that they're ready to go or the engineers over the freighters with news::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Looks at the results::  Hmmm....

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@::monitors the tactical and science sensors::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: If such a test is to be a done, sir, I suggest a Class I Probe with a Type I Phaser.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
<Transporter Chief> *OPS*: Transport Complete

CTO_Nimitz[e] says:
CSO: I understand, sir, Capt. Senn won't be pleased if we blow one deck up conducting an experiment ::smiles:: She kind of loves every single section of the ship.

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: Transport Complete

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::rubs her head:: OPS: Agreed. ::Nods to the CTO:: CTO: Please convey Lt. Taylor's suggestion.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Smiles at Nimitz.:: CTO: That she does.

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
OPS: Please hail the Praetor.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@CO: Message coming in from the Europa, Captain...

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  Do Breen use trilithium in their weapons?

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::relaxes again, finding the joy in raw information gathering::

OPS_Taylor[E] says:
CSO: Aye.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: Thank you, on screen.

FCO_B`lee[P] says:
@::puts the message on screen as Rya contacts the Praetor::

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Not that... Wait.. There was this incident with the Enterprise-D.. That led to it's desctruction.. That involved a weapon built with Romulan Trilithium...

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::finds a nice blindspot that was missed and turns the sensors on it::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  And here... looks like polaron particles.  Do they use polaron beams?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: CSO: Is transport complete, commander?

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
::Glances at the screen and realizes the Captain is there. Glances at OPS:: CO: Captain. The transport is complete.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::looks at her readings:: CNS : Not that i know of.. But considering this is a new weapon.. I'd say anything's possible....

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO:  Sooo... Breen but not Breen?

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
COM:CO: Would you like us to tractor one of the ships?

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS: But if they use Polaron beams in anyway, an anti-polaron charge should provide additional protection from such a weapon...

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@*CO*:  Captain, we have some more information, though I am not sure what it means.  K'Tracht might.  We have evidence of Trilithium residue and poloran particles.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Anything is possible... The Breen may have developed a new weapon using trilithium and Polaron technology.. We can't rule that out just yet..

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@TO: Correct me if I am wrong, but isn't poloaran Jem'Hadar technology?

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@COM: CSO: Yes, commander. We'll take the Springer, since it suffered the most damage. Set a course back, and follow us again.

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@*CNS* Hmmmm.... forward the information to Commander West, please.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@CNS : Yes... But since the Breen and the Dominion have been know to work together, I would not be surprised..

SFI_LtCmdr_West[P] says:
@ ::looks out there with new eyes, pondering the ramifications of a Romulan ship all the way out here, and destroyed by the Breen no less. And discovered by us... disturbing::

Host CO_Senn[P] says:
@FCO: Engage the tractor beam... finally. ::smiles::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
COM:CO: Aye sir. Lt. Nimitz would like to run a test. I'll have him forward it to you.  ::nods to Luk.::

Host CSO_Rya_e says:
OPS: Please tractor the vessel.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::shakes his head::

CNS_Azhure[P] says:
@::Turns off the machine::  TO:  That's it for now.  We can leave the rest to the science teams, though I doubt they will find anything more.

TO_KTracht[P] says:
@::nods::

Host Crewman_MacLeod says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission, Stardate 10109.16, 21:21 Eastern >>>
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